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FALL/WINTER

GEAR GUIDE Insulation by RYAN WICHELNS

MOST DURABLE 

MONTANE IRIDIUM 
HYBRID PULL-ON 
OUR TAKE Shimmying and 
sliding across coarse North 
Cascades granite would lay a 
beating on most f leeces, but 
after a busy season of alpine 
climbing and backcountry 
skiing, our Washington tester 
said the Iridium showed hardly 
any signs of wear. That’s 
impressive, especially when 
the product is featherlight. The 
secret? A nearly weightless 
ceramic coating on the face of 
the Iridium’s polyester fabric 
works like chainmail. Because 
the ceramic is bonded to the 
poly threads and isn’t a full 
layer itself, it still allows the 
fabric to stretch.
THE DETAILS The Iridium is 

the only pullover in the test. On 
a mission to ski Ulrich’s Couloir 
on Washington’s Mt. Stuart, our 
tester appreciated the collar’s 
close fit, which kept drafts out. 
There’s a hooded version ($140) 
for women only. The Iridium 
packs down to the size of a large 
grapefruit.  
TRAIL CRED “While  the outside 
is armored, the standard f leece 
on the inside is velvety soft,” our 
tester says. “I felt great when I 
wore it over a tank top on a warm 
spring ski tour.”
$95; 10 oz.; m’s S-XXL, w’s XS-XL; 
montane.co.uk  

MOST BREATHABLE 

BIGHT GEAR FISSURE 
TECH FLEECE
OUR TAKE Anytime we can avoid 
changing layers mid-climb, we’re 
happy—which is why we took the 
Fissure on 18,491-foot Pico de 
Orizaba in Mexico. Its gridded 
polyester fabric—like a Patagonia 
R1, but thinner—kept our tester 
comfortable on an all-day climb 
that began with an alpine start in 
the 20s and eventually warmed 
up to 50°F. The Fissure also has 
the slimmest cut in the test, good 
for moving moisture quickly.
THE DETAILS “The thumb 
loops are the best I’ve ever seen,” 
our tester says. “They didn’t 
pinch or bite into my thumbs 
while I reached to swing an ice 
tool.” Polartec Power Stretch 
Pro under the arms lends 

extra mobility. The Fissure’s 
stretchy hood fits snugly over 
a ski helmet, and a drop hem 
stayed comfortable under a 
hipbelt. The men’s version 
has a Napoleon pocket, while 
the women’s (pictured) has 
hand-warmer pockets. 
TRAIL CRED “Snow pickets 
can shred clothing, but 
the Fissure’s clingy fit 
kept it out of harm’s way 
during the technical sec-
tions on Orizaba,” our 
tester reports.
$149; 1 lb. 2 oz. (m’s L); 
m’s S-XL, w’s XS-L; 
bightgear.com 

BEST PROTECTION

ADIDAS OUTDOOR 
STOCKHORN FLEECE HOODIE II
OUR TAKE No one likes winter 
rain in the mountains, but our 
tester who wore the Stockhorn 
didn’t mind it. Made of wind-
blocking Polartec Power Stretch 
Pro with a PFC-free DWR for 
added protection, the hoodie 
kept her toasty during a soggy 
season in Utah’s Wasatch. The 
upgraded Power Stretch has a 
“hard” exterior finish, which 
stopped 30-mph gusts on Utah’s 
Antelope Island. The Stockhorn 
kept our tester warm in the 
upper 20s while she climbed at 
the 9th Street crag in Ogden, 
Utah, and she noted that she 
only need to throw a shell 
over it in heavy rain.
THE DETAILS “The cut is trim 
enough to slide easily under my 
harness and stretchy enough for 
high reaches,” our tester reports. 
The jacket’s hand pockets sit 
above a hipbelt, and the whole 
thing packs down to the size of 
a 1-liter Nalgene. Bonus: Our 
tester reports that the Stockhorn 
remained stink-free over a month 
of daily use with zero laundering. 
TRAIL CRED “The Stockhorn 
resisted pilling from bush-
whacks in the Wasatch, which 
would have roughed up my other 
fleeces,” one tester says.
$129; 15.6 oz.; m’s S-XXL, w’s 
XS-XL; adidasoutdoor.com

WARMEST FLEECE

MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 
KINESIS
OUR TAKE “A f leece-turned-
belay jacket.” That’s how one 
tester described the Kinesis 
after a season of climbing and 
skiing in New Hampshire’s 
White Mountains. The lining 
is made from hollow polyes-
ter fibers (the core retains 
warm air). The fibers are 
grooved, which boosts surface 
area—giving the Kinesis the 
warmth of a puffy without extra 
weight. On a -5°F day hiking 
on Franconia Ridge, it kept our 
tester warm over just a mid-
weight baselayer.
THE DETAILS The Kinesis’s hood 
stood out on the coldest days. 
Lined with the same grooved 
yarn as the rest of the fleece, its 
close fit (comfy without a ski 
helmet but capable of stretch-
ing over one) and high collar 
insulated our tester’s face and 
neck from 0°F temps on Mt. 
Moosilauke. The 30-denier nylon 
face fabric withstood a season 
of ski edges and sharp New 
England schist. Ding: price.
TRAIL CRED “The hand pockets 
are fully insulated too—nice 
for warming up,” one tester 
reported after an early-season 
climbing session in Rumney, 
New Hampshire. 
 $180; 11.3 oz. (m’s L); m’s 
S-XXL, w’s XS-XL; 
mountain-equipment.com
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